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Ruling Out Multi-Order Interference in
Quantum Mechanics
Urbasi Sinha,1* Christophe Couteau,1,2 Thomas Jennewein,1
Raymond Laflamme,1,3 Gregor Weihs1,4*

Quantum mechanics and gravitation are two pillars of modern physics. Despite their success in
describing the physical world around us, they seem to be incompatible theories. There are suggestions
that one of these theories must be generalized to achieve unification. For example, Born’s rule—one of
the axioms of quantum mechanics—could be violated. Born’s rule predicts that quantum interference,
as shown by a double-slit diffraction experiment, occurs from pairs of paths. A generalized version
of quantum mechanics might allow multipath (i.e., higher-order) interference, thus leading to a
deviation from the theory. We performed a three-slit experiment with photons and bounded the
magnitude of three-path interference to less than 10−2 of the expected two-path interference, thus
ruling out third- and higher-order interference and providing a bound on the accuracy of Born’s rule.
Our experiment is consistent with the postulate both in semiclassical and quantum regimes.

Born’s interpretation (1) of the wave func-
tion y(r, t) for a quantum mechanical state
stipulates that the probability density to find

a particle at position r and at time t is given by

P(r, t) ¼ y*(r, t)y(r, t) ¼ jy(r, t)j2 ð1Þ

A double-slit diffraction experiment is a direct
consequence of this rule; the probability to detect
a particle at r after passing through an aperture
with two slits, A and B, is given by

PABðrÞ ¼ jyA(r)þ yB(r)j2

¼ jyAj2 þ jyBj2 þ y*AyB þ y*ByA

¼ PA þ PB þ IAB ð2Þ

where we have omitted the position argument for
brevity and defined Pi to be the probability with
only slit i (i = A, B) open. The corresponding
(second-order) interference term can be defined as

IAB :¼ PAB − ðPA þ PBÞ ¼ PAB − PA − PB ð3Þ

Within quantum mechanics, adding more paths
(i.e., slits) does not add higher complexity. For
three slits A, B, and C (Fig. 1), we find

PABC ¼ PA þ PB þ PC þ IAB þ IAC þ IBC ð4Þ

Therefore, by Born’s rule and its square exponent
(Eq. 1), interference always occurs in pairs of

possibilities and is defined as the deviation from
the classical additivity of the probabilities of mu-
tually exclusive events (2). These possibilities
can be associated with any degree of freedom,
such as spatial paths, energetic states, angular
momentum states, etc. Even if multiple particles
are involved, interference occurs in pairs of
possibilities. Consequently, we define the third-
order interference term IABC for a three-path
configuration (mutually exclusive) as the devia-
tion of PABC from the sum of the individual
probabilities and the second-order interference
terms:

IABC :¼ PABC − ðPA þ PB þ PC þ IAB þ
IBC þ IACÞ

¼ PABC − PAB − PBC − PAC þ PAþ
PB þ PC ð5Þ

A physical system with such probability terms is
three-path interference of a photon sent through a
mask with three slits (Fig. 1). Note that the defi-
nitions in Eq. 3 and Eq. 5 are the first terms in an
infinite hierarchy of interference terms (2).

The nonzero interference term IAB is expected
in all wave theories, including quantum mechan-
ics (3, 4). The next higher-order (i.e., three-path)
interference term IABC will be zero in all wave
theories, with a square-law relation between the
field energy (or probability density) and field am-
plitude, which is the case in quantum mechanics
with Born’s rule. Moreover, if there is no inter-
ference at a certain level in the hierarchy, the
higher-order terms must vanish as well (2).

Our aim is to establish experimentally wheth-
er the value of IABC is different from zero. We
measure all seven probability terms of Eq. 5 plus
the probability P0 of detecting particles when all
slits are closed. P0 represents the probability of
the empty set in an abstract definition, or a back-
ground signal in the experiment. The eight terms

are obtained by sending optical photons through
three slits, which can be opened or closed indi-
vidually (see Fig. 1 for the slit details and Fig. 2
for the setup). A double-slit experiment could be
used to test Born’s rule, but then one would have
to measure the nonzero double-slit interference
term and compare it with the theoretical predic-
tion. This would be sensitive to experimental
parameters such as slit dimensions, wavelength of
incident photons, and distance between detector
and slits, each with its attendant error. In contrast,
we expect the three-path interference term IABC to
be zero, with the advantage of being independent
of many experimental parameters, thus enabling a
more precise null test for Born’s rule.

We measure the terms in Eq. 5 as well as
P0, which accounts for the inevitable detector
noise and background signal. The measured
quantity e based on Eq. 5 is given by

e ¼ pABC − pAB − pAC − pBC þ pA þ pB þ
pC − p0 ð6Þ

Here, pºP of Eq. 5 and refers to the measured
number of photons (or optical intensity, propor-
tional to the photon number) in the various slit
combinations. To give a scale to the size of a
potential deviation from Born’s rule, we define a
normalized variant of e called k (Fig. 3),

k ≡
e
d

ð7Þ

where

d ¼ jIABj þ jIBC j þ jIAC j
¼ jpAB − pA − pB þ p0j þ jpBC − pB − pC þ

p0j þ jpAC − pA − pC þ p0j ð8Þ
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Fig. 1. Arrangement and dimensions of the slits
used in the experiment. The blocking mask has
open apertures depending on the measured slit
combination according to Eq. 6. Inset is an image
of the triple-slit mask.
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Here, d is the sum of the absolute values of the
double-slit interference terms, and k can be seen
as the ratio of an unexpected three-path inter-
ference term to the expected two-path interference
term. If d = 0, then e = 0 trivially, and one deals
with classical probabilities instead of quantum
behavior. Thus, a nonzero d ensures that we are in
a quantum mechanical regime. In an experiment,
we never measure probabilities directly, but only
absolute frequencies of photon occurrences. The
quantity k is independent of the total particle flux
onto the slits as long as it is constant in time.

To measure k in various optical power re-
gimes, we used different types of photon sources.
Figure 2 shows details of the experimental setup.
We used a laser attenuated to a power level of a
few microwatts down to ~200 fW (single-photon
level) as well as heralded single photons (~40,000
photons/s) created by spontaneous parametric
downconversion (5).

At the photon-counting level, the detection
mechanism is based on a silicon avalanche photo-
diode (APD), and thus the particle-like nature of
light is incorporated in the experiments. At the

microwatt level, a series of measurements was
performed with a standard optical power meter,
using a silicon photodiode. The power meter mea-
surements investigated the optical regime in which
particle character is not of concern. In all cases we
performed a large number of measurements at
fixed points in the diffraction pattern [fig. S1 in
(5)]. In addition, we have also performedmeasure-
ments to check the variation of k as a function of
detector position. Born’s rule would predict that
k should be independent of detector position. How-
ever, systematic errors may vary with the position
and therefore are seen to bring a variation in the
measured value of k at different detector posi-
tions even in our experiment. Nonetheless, the
mean k is within the bounds set by the attendant
errors at each such detector position.

The typical distributions of measured values
of k are shown in Fig. 3, with photon streams
from a laser attenuated to different levels (Fig. 3,
A and B) and from a heralded single-photon
source (Fig. 3C). k is calculated from the mea-
sured interference intensities for the eight inde-
pendent slit combinations at a fixed position.

The order of the eight slit combinations was
chosen randomly for reducing systematic influ-
ences on k caused by slow variations of the
photon flux. Each combination in a run was
measured for a certain photon-count integration
time, and up to 100 runs were cycled to obtain a
statistically significant sample of k values. Among
the many positions in the diffraction pattern, we
chose the central maximum of the triple-slit
combination (yielding the maximum number of
coincidence photon counts) to obtain our data
(5). For the single-photon source, we measured
at each slit combination until the trigger count
reached 30 million, which was a good com-
promise between accumulating a statistically sig-
nificant number of coincidences for the different
slit combinations and ensuring a low drift of the
photon source between measurements.

With a null experiment, a very careful analysis
of random and systematic errors must be under-
taken, as our bound on the amount of three-path
interference will be directly related to the level of
experimental uncertainty. Among the random
errors in our setup, thermal and acoustic fluctua-
tions cause the source fluxes to vary in time. In
addition, detection efficiency and optical align-
ment can change. In particular, there will be some
mechanical vibration of the thin (25 mm) slotted
steel membrane apertures, causing a variable slit
transmission due to near-field diffraction. In addi-
tion, for power meter measurements, the instru-
mental error is added to the above error sources,
whereas for photon counting, the Poissonian dis-
tributed counting error is the dominating fluctua-
tion.Because of the randomnature of the individual
errors, we used Gaussian error propagation to
estimate the error ofk, wherewe used the standard
variances of the individual measurement values
calculated from a large number of repetitions of
the experiments. In some cases where we ob-
served a drift in the rates, we found the Allen
variance of the values to be a better estimator for
error propagation. This is justifiable because k is
calculated from eight measurements taken in
direct succession, and the variance between
subsequent samples of each quantity pA, pB, etc.,
is therefore the most suitable error estimator.

Once we understand the random errors, we
can characterize the systematic errors. Our exper-
iment and the measurement of k are convenient,
as they neither require the slits to be identical nor
require the transmission values to be perfectly
1 and 0. On the other hand, what matters is the
absence of correlation or systematic variation in
how the slits behave while switching between slit
combinations. Note that the size of the slits and
the wavelength make independent shutters diffi-
cult to insert, and we used a static opening mask
plate in front of the actual slits for blocking and
unblocking the individual slits.

Our approach can potentially introduce un-
wanted correlations between the switching of dif-
ferent combinations. This occurred in our case; a
fault in the blocking mask in the BC combination
caused opening B to be shifted off its nominal

Fig. 2. Experimental set-
up used for the measure-
ment of k. (A) Creation of
heralded single photons
from a periodically poled
potassium titanyl phosphate
(PPKTP) nonlinear crystal
pumped by a 405-nm laser
diode. Parametric downcon-
verted photons are emitted
as pairs at 810 nm and are
coupled into a single-mode
fiber (SMF). Photon detec-
tion (D1) in the trigger output
heraldsa singlephoton,which
is then sent through the
diffraction slits. (B) A pulsed
titanium-sapphire (Ti-Sa)
laser is attenuated and cou-
pled into a SMF. The atten-
uation is realized by the
combination of a half-wave
plate (l/2) and a polarizing
beamsplitter (PBS), com-
bined with neutral filters
and an intensity stabilizer.
(C) Schematic of the three-
slit experiment where the
photons from the source go
through themovable block-
ing mask with the eight com-
binations and then through
the slit mask, which has the three slits cut into it. We keep the slit mask stationary, whereas the blocking
mask consists of bigger and wider slits that open up the various slit combinations as it moves up and
down. In this way, we ensure that the same set of slits is used for measuring the different combinations,
thus eliminating any dependence on the slit properties. The diffracted light is condensed vertically with a
cylindrical lens (CL) onto a multimode fiber (MMF, core size 62.5 mm), ~180 mm from the slits. This fiber
(movable along the diffraction pattern) acts as an aperture to probe the interferences. The collected
photons are detected either with an avalanche photodiode (D2) whose signals are recorded with a time
counter, or with an optical power meter (PD), both connected to a computer. For heralded single photons,
detections are conditioned on the detection of a trigger photon.
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position by 8 mm. At zero distance between open-
ing and slit masks, this shift would not affect the
transmittance of the diffracting slit. However,
with the finite separation of 50 mm between the
twomasks, it doesmatter. Using a two-dimensional
finite-difference time domain simulation of the
light field between the wider opening and nar-
rower slit, we found that this lateral misalignment
could change the effective slit transmission by
T3%, depending on the relative position. Using
this to adjust the slit transmittance value for slit B
in the combination BC leads to a value of |k| =
0.01. Bringing the masks closer would reduce
this error, but the thin membranes tend to stick
together when they come closer than 50 mm.

Another major systematic error is detector
nonlinearity. There is no perfect detector, and ef-
ficiency and nonlinearity will always be finite.
For our commercial power meter, the nonlinearity
is 0.5% for all ranges. For the worst case, at the
central maximum of the diffraction pattern, this

results in a systematic error of |k| = 0.003. For
photon-counting detectors, there is always a finite
dead-time during which they are blind to photons.
Depending on the flux, this results in a saturation
effect; that is, the detector response does not fol-
low the square law, but has a deviation potentially
indistinguishable from a violation of Born’s rule.
Therefore, to keep the nonlinearity error negligi-
ble, we used count rates below 100,000/s.

Combining the various error sources, our par-
ticular setup enables us to bound the measure-
ments of k to better than 0.01, thus providing a
bound on the accuracy of Born’s rule. This is in
good agreement with the values measured for
single photons, k = 0.0064 T 0.0120, and for the
attenuated laser beams, k = 0.0073 T 0.0018
(power meter measurement) and k = 0.0034 T
0.0038 (APD measurement) from Fig. 3.

Note that any significant nonzero observa-
tion of IABCwould imply that Born’s rule does not
strictly hold. The consequences of detecting even

a small amount of three-way interference (by
deviating from the quantum mechanical null
prediction) would be tremendous. A modification
to Born’s rule that leads to multi-order interfer-
ence would have repercussions on the allowable
dynamics. In particular, if probability must be
conserved, thenSchrödinger’s equationwould like-
ly have to be modified as well. Nonlinear ex-
tensions to quantum mechanics are one way to
generalize it (6–8), and there have been efforts to
test these nonlinearities (9–12). However, in such
experiments, a model was assumed for the non-
linear variant of the Schrödinger equation, and
efforts were concentrated on estimating the co-
efficient of the nonlinearity. In contrast, we pre-
sent a dedicated test for Born’s rule and are able
to confirm it within our experimental limitations
without depending on specific nonlinear exten-
sions of quantum mechanics.

We are able to bound the magnitude of the
third-order interference term to less than 10−2 of
the regular expected second-order interference, at
several detector positions. Thus, our experiment
is able to rule out the existence of third-order in-
terference terms (and, in effect, any higher-order
interference terms) up to this bound. This bound
on the accuracy of Born’s rule is relevant for the-
oretical attempts to derive it (13) as well as for
the generalization of quantum mechanics. Among
the consequences of such a generalized theory, it
would require more detailed specifications of the
quantum system (14) and could modify computa-
tional complexity by allowing one to distinguish
between orthogonal states, thus breaking quantum
cryptography and making quantum computing
more powerful [i.e., super-quantum computing
(15)]. The triple-slit experiment is a simple and
very natural system to investigate three-path in-
terference, but it is not the only possible imple-
mentation; any configuration of three mutually
exclusive quantum paths can be used in such a
test. Although our implementation did not lead to
the observation of any deviations, such future tests
with other systems might indeed lead to improved
accuracies on the bound of k. It would be inter-
esting to perform tests with other types of particles
such as neutrons (16, 17), tests of C60 molecule
interference (18) or electron interference with
slits or potential wells (19, 20), or tests of a system
with a global wave function, such as a Bose-
Einstein condensate (21, 22).
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Identification of Carbonate-Rich
Outcrops on Mars by the Spirit Rover
Richard V. Morris,1* Steven W. Ruff,2 Ralf Gellert,3 Douglas W. Ming,1 Raymond E. Arvidson,4
Benton C. Clark,5 D. C. Golden,6 Kirsten Siebach,4 Göstar Klingelhöfer,7 Christian Schröder,8
Iris Fleischer,7 Albert S. Yen,9 Steven W. Squyres10

Decades of speculation about a warmer, wetter Mars climate in the planet’s first billion years
postulate a denser CO2-rich atmosphere than at present. Such an atmosphere should have led to
the formation of outcrops rich in carbonate minerals, for which evidence has been sparse. Using
the Mars Exploration Rover Spirit, we have now identified outcrops rich in magnesium-iron
carbonate (16 to 34 weight percent) in the Columbia Hills of Gusev crater. Its composition
approximates the average composition of the carbonate globules in martian meteorite ALH 84001.
The Gusev carbonate probably precipitated from carbonate-bearing solutions under hydrothermal
conditions at near-neutral pH in association with volcanic activity during the Noachian era.

The existence of carbonate minerals on
Mars has long been postulated, based on
evidence of past and present water along

with a CO2-rich atmosphere that may have been
denser during the Noachian era (1–5). Carbon-
ate minerals have been identified in martian me-
teorites as minor phases (~1 volume % or less)
by petrographic and microbeam methods (5)
and detected by orbital observations in regional-
scale rock units in Nili Fossae at unknown abun-
dances (6) and, equivocally, in martian dust and
in soil as a minor component (<5 volume %)
(7–10). Here, we describe the detection of car-
bonate as a major component in outcrops in the
Columbia Hills of Gusev crater.

TheColumbiaHills are an “island”of older rocks
surrounded by Hesperian-aged olivine-bearing vol-
canic rocks that dominate the plains withinGusev
crater (11). The Hills form a crudely antiformal
structure composed of massive-to-layered rocks
with varying compositions and extents of aqueous
alteration (12–16). The Inner Basin within the

Hills is dominated by volcaniclastic rocks, includ-
ing Home Plate, and alteration phases (sulfates and
opaline silica deposits) of likely hydrothermal orig-
in (17–21). The Mars Exploration Rover Spirit
descended from Haskin Ridge on the eastern
side of the summit of Husband Hill into the
Inner Basin of the Columbia Hills to the eastern
edge of the El Dorado ripple field during its sec-
ond summer at Gusev crater (16). A series of
benches (Fig. 1) with olivine-rich outcrops were
encountered and analyzed by Spirit’s instruments
(19, 21). The Comanche outcrops, with their gran-
ular surface textures (grain sizes ~0.5 to 1.0 mm),
are erosional remnants that are draped over the
older and more massive Algonquin and other
olivine- and pyroxene-rich outcrops (Figs. 1 and
2). They have layering whose bedding is roughly
conformal with local topography, consistent with a
volcaniclastic origin, and have fracture-filling
deposits that have withstood aeolian erosion better
than the surrounding materials, forming raised
fins (Figs. 1 and 2).

Spirit’s Mössbauer (MB) spectrometer pro-
vides information about Fe mineralogy and the
distribution of Fe among Fe-bearing phases and
oxidation states (22). The MB spectrum of Co-
manche Spur (Fig. 3A) is characterized by two
Fe2+ doublets, which were initially assigned to Fe2+

in olivine and to either Fe2+ in pyroxene atypical
of other Gusev pyroxenes or to Fe2+ in a phase
other than pyroxene (19). The doublet identifica-
tion diagram (Fig. 3B), which now includes data
for Fe2+-bearing carbonates (23), shows that

Comanche Spur is an olivine-carbonate assem-
blage. The MB data indicate the presence of Mg-
Fe carbonate in the Comanche outcrops [Fig. 3B
and (23)].

In addition to major element chemistry, the
Spirit’s Alpha Particle X-Ray Spectrometer (APXS)
instrument can determine an aggregate concen-
tration for excess light elements through analysis
of photon scattering peaks (24, 25). The energy
of the APXS scattering photons (14.3 keV) is
virtually identical to that for the MB gamma ray
(14.4 keV), so that the depth of rock analyzed
by the two instruments is equivalent. The aver-
age excess light-element concentration of Coman-
che Spur, measured on surfaces brushed by the
Rock Abrasion Tool (RAT), is 12 T 5 weight per-
cent (wt %) equivalent CO2 (Table 1). The low
bulk CaO concentration of Comanche Spur
(1.69 wt %) requires that the carbonate have a
low Ca content, consistent with MB data (Fig. 3B).
For comparison, the excess light-element concen-
tration of Algonquin is 0 T 5 wt % equivalent
CO2. The carbonate content of Comanche is equiv-
alent to ~3% C in the sample. Because of CO2 in
the martian atmosphere, this value is close to the
expected APXS alpha channel detection limit for
C, so we have not been able to use alpha data to
detect C specifically.

We calculated the chemical composition of
Comanche carbonate and olivine using previously
reported APXS data (21), recalculated to include
CO2, and the percentages of Fe associated with
those phases from MB data (Fig. 3A). The cal-
culations yielded (Table 1) a Mg-Fe carbonate
(Mc0.62Sd0.25Cc0.11Rh0.02, where Mc = magnesite,
Sd = siderite, Cc = calcite, and Rh = rhodochro-
site) and a forsteritic olivine (Fo0.72Fa0.28, where
Fo = forsterite and Fa = fayalite). All Ca and Mn
was assigned to the carbonate to give an upper-
limit concentration for those elements, but we
have no information as to their actual phase as-
sociation. The calculated carbonate and olivine
compositions are Mc0.75Sd0.25 and Fo0.70Fa0.30
when Ca and Mn are not associated with the car-
bonate. In either case, the concentration of car-
bonate in Comanche Spur is ~26 wt % (Table 1).
Using the 7.0 to 17.0 wt % range of the CO2

concentration (Table 1), the range in the carbon-
ate concentration is ~16 to 34 wt %.

Spectra obtained by Spirit’s Miniature Ther-
mal Emission Spectrometer (Mini-TES) provide
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